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Abstract: Researcher undergoes with various research activities to minimize the energy wastage and a researchers drawn their 
attention towards the recovery or storage of wasted energy but still there is a need of proper application and execution of the 
done research. The heat depletion through heat pipe heat exchanger is an excellent device to recover waste energy. The heat pipe 
heat exchanger not only is the effective way of storing the waste thermal energy but also it also prevents global warming. Heat 
pipes are inert, extremely consistent and provides with high heat transfer rates with minimal heat loss. These heat pipes are 
finding their way into sensitive applications such as notebook computers. A heat pipe is designed for cooling application in a 
computer has been evaluated through thermal analysis. The developed model of heat pipes used to draw a comparison with 
various parameters.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The heat pipe has been invented near the turn of the 20th century and early heat pipes were constructed out of hollow metal tubes 
that were sealed at both ends, vacuumed, and charged with a small quantity of evaporative fluid [1-4].  They contained a "wick" to 
transport the fluid from one end of the heat pipe to the other. The schematic diagram of heat pipe is represented in Fig.1[1] 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic representation of heat pipe [1] 

 
The energy absorbed and released from the phase change of the fluid; the hollow heat pipe allowed an extremely fast heat transfer.  
Heat applied to one end of the pipe would almost instantaneously evaporate the fluid inside [5,6].  This vapor would then move to 
the other, colder end of the pipe where it quickly condensed back into a liquid, releasing the heat absorbed during the evaporation. 
The fundamental structure of a heat pipe comprises with an emptied cylinder involved with a working liquid that exists in both fluid 
and vapor stages [7,8].  
Feng cai [9] experimentally evaluated the heat transfer under steady state condition   for copper heat pipes. The experimental tests 
were conducted with copper pipe charged with water, acetone and nickel foam. All these pipe configurations were tested with 
insulation and three orientations: horizontal, gravity assisted vertical, and against gravity vertical. These heat pipes were also cooled 
by natural forced and enhanced forced convection approaches. Senthil et al. [10] investigated the effect of different inclination 
angle, heat contribution and thermal resistance on the performance of copper heat pipe containing nanofluid. It is observed that the 
heat effectiveness of the heat pipe improves about 10% when copper nanofluid is utilized as a working liquid than the DI water. 
Roger et al. [11] examined open loop pulsating heat pipe with water-copper nanofluid. The physical presence of solid nano-particles 
inside working fluid results the expansion of its nucleation destinations development. Subsequently, higher thermal conductance 
observed the most extreme heat transport rate. Gian et al. [12] Experimentally tested the stainless-steel loop heat pipe with a flat 
evaporator.  
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The result appeared the thermal qualities of a loop heat pipe (LHP) with the evaporator in the state of a flat plate having a 
functioning distance across of 50 mm and a thickness of 13 mm. The loop and the wick are made of stainless steel and water is 
utilized as working liquid. Kiseev et al. [13] examined experimentally the thermal performance of dual diameter circular heat pipe 
under different working fluids such as water, methanol and ethanol. The result demonstrated that higher thermal transfer 
Coefficients predicted for water as compared with the ethanol-methanol mixture. This is happened on account of methanol; the 
thermal transfer Coefficient decrease at high heat transitions which can be because of surface dry out impact. Heat pipes are a 
special class of heat transfer devices with large heat transfer capacity and least response time. They use latent heat of evaporation 
and condensation for heat absorption and rejection. They have near isothermal operating conditions and are available in a wide 
range of shapes and sizes. The heat pipe allows an adequate cross-section for heat flow even for very small diameter. These heat 
pipes are finding their way into sensitive applications such as notebook computers. A heat pipe designed for cooling application in a 
computer has to be evaluated thermally by making design calculations. 
The main objective of present article is to create a mathematical model of heat pipes with phase change material by performing 
thermal analysis. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION 
The present heat pipe is consisting of three sections as shown in Fig.2: a) Evaporator section, b) Adiabatic section, c) Condenser 
section.  In the evaporator section i.e. at heat source working fluid vaporizes and converts into vapor. Then this vapour is passed 
through an adiabatic section (where no heat loss occurs) to condenser Section (heat sink) where latent heat of fluid releases to 
surroundings. Temperature of working fluid always exists between triple point and critical point. Working fluid always remains in 
saturated state inside the heat pipe. 

 
Fig.2 Cross sectional view of heat pipe 

 
The heat pipe fabricated with copper and stainless steel respectively consisting identical cylindrical geometry aspects. The 
specification for the heat pipe is represented in Table.1. One end of these heat pipe is proved with heat flux of 200W/m2 while the 
tanks acting while the tanks acting as heat sinks at the other end. 

Table.1: Specifications for the heat pipe 
Heat Pipe 50mm 
Stainless Steel Pipe 50mm 
Copper Pipe 50mm 
Length of Each Pipe 300mm 
Heat Sink 130mm × 100mm ×60mm 
Working Fluid in Each Pipe Phase change material- Paraffin and erythritol 

 
III. DATA REDUCTION 

Heat balance equation for heat pipe from Fourier Law of conduction;  푄 = ∆

.
 

Also, Heat balance equation for heat pipe is given by equation; 푄 = 푚 × 푐 × (푇 − 푇 ) 
Thermal resistances at the evaporator and condenser sections are evaluated using equation; 
푅 = ∆  and 푅 = ∆  

Also, the total thermal resistance of the heat pipe is determined by; 푅 = ∆  

The heat transfer coefficients of evaporator and condenser are determined from; 
ℎ =

× × ( )
 and ℎ =

× × ( )
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The finite element method is proposed for a thermal analysis for the fabricated heat pipe and to obtain feasible solutions to a variety 
of problems. The basic steps involved in any finite element analysis consist of the following:  
 
A. Preprocessing Phase  
1) Create and discretize the solution domain into finite elements; that is, subdivide the problem into nodes and elements.  
2) Assume a shape function to represent the physical behavior of an element; that is, a continuous function is assumed to represent 

the approximate behavior (solution) of an element.  
3) Develop equations for an element. 
4) Assemble the elements to present the entire problem. Construct the global stiffness matrix. 
5) Apply boundary conditions, initial conditions, and loading.  
 
B. Solution Phase  
1) Solve a set a linear or nonlinear algebraic equations simultaneously to obtain nodal results, such as displacement values at 

different nodes or temperature values at different nodes in a heat transfer problem.  
 
C. Post Processing Phase  
1) Obtain other important information.  
2) In general, there are several approaches to formulating finite element problem involved direct formulation, The minimum total 

potential energy formulation and Weighted residual formulations. 
The results of the grid convergence for heat pipe made of copper and stainless steel accomplish with Phase change material- 
Paraffin and erythritol is shown Fig.3. 
 

 
Fig 3 Temperature vs length for heat pipe 

 

 
 

(a) Temperature distribution for copper pipe (b) Heat flux for copper pipe 
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(c)  Temperature distribution for stainless steel pipe (d)  Heat flux for stainless steel pipe 
Fig. 4: Visualization Temperature distribution and Heat flux 

 
The results showed that the heat pipe copper tube configurations, the heat pipe significantly improved the axial thermal 
conductivities in the range from 20 times percent as compared to stainless steel. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
The present work made the following conclusion:   
1) The Phase change material- Paraffin and erythritol plays significantly role in the the execution of the heat extraction as 

compared to other heat pipe materials 
2) It is seen that for a heat pipe with copper performs superior other than heat pipe materials. 
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